
The Amazing Son In-Law Chapter 1801-1810 
 
Chapter 1801 
At this moment, the TMPD. 
 
The chief of the TMPD finally breathed a sigh of relief when he learned that Takehiko has been taken to 
the hospital and his life was not in danger. 
 
He took out a cigarette and knocked on the cigarette case to make the tobacco tighter. Then he took out 
the lighter and lit the cigarette and took a puff. 
 
After a while, he sighed: “Oh, it seems that this strange day is finally coming to an end…” 
 
The person next to him hurriedly said: “Director, the Su family brothers, and sisters have not been 
found…” 
 
The director of the TMPD immediately said angrily: “Can’t you add more traffic to me? The Su brother 
and sister are still in a state of unclear life and death for the time being!” 
 
With that said, he added: “Unknown life and death means that you don’t know whether they are dead 
or alive. At least you can’t be sure that you are dead. My request tonight is very simple. Don’t tell me 
that someone has died, I’m satisfied. , Wait until tomorrow!” 
 
The person next to him nodded quickly and said, “Director, you have been working hard all day and 
night, you should go home and rest first.” 
 
“Yeah.” The director of the TMPD took a breath and said, “I want to go back and take a good rest.” 
 
Just as he was about to leave the TMPD, someone suddenly ran in in a panic and blurted out: “Director, 
Director! Something happened, Director!” 
 
The chief of the TMPD was going crazy and blurted out: “What happened now?!” 
 
The other party said breathlessly: “It’s Matsu…Matsumoto…Something happened to the Matsumoto’s 
family!” 
 
The chief of the TMPD was dumbfounded and said: “First it was Takahashi, then Takehiko, and now it’s 
Matsumoto, why the h*ll did you breathe? You say! What happened to Matsumoto? He’s still alive?” 
 
In his opinion, as long as people are still alive, it doesn’t matter if they are injured or disabled. Anyway, 
his only requirement is to stop death. 
 
As a result, the other party said with a horrified expression: “Director, something has happened to the 
Matsumoto family! There are more than 30 people in the family, all…all dead…” 
 
“what?!” 
 



When the TMPD heard this, he threw away the cigarette bu.tt in despair, grabbed his hair with both 
hands, and collapsed and said, “I’m the fcking going to split!!! What the hll is going on?! Is this still the 
Tokyo I am familiar with?! Why is it so endless?!” 
 
The other party was also very collapsed, blurting out: “Tonight, the Matsumoto house suddenly lit a fire. 
After the firefighters put out the fire, they found that everyone in the Matsumoto house was lying 
neatly in the living room and burned beyond recognition. Arson, let’s not mention how tragic the scene 
was. Many firefighters vomited into the hospital!” 
 
Upon hearing this, the chief of the TMPD felt his blood pressure surge immediately, and murmured: 
“Oh… my f*cking… I…” 
 
Before finishing speaking, the whole person’s eyes went dark and he passed out completely. 
 
…… 
 
At the same time the ancient city of Kyoto. 
 
Marven and Nanako strolled for a long time in the snow. 
 
During the period, Nanako told Marven that since she came to Kyoto to recuperate from her injury, she 
had stayed in the mansion and never went out, so she wanted to go out for a walk. 
 
So Marven took her and left the Ito mansion quietly over the wall, walking hand in hand through the 
streets of Kyoto. 
 
Chapter 1802 
Nanako wanted to say something to Marven, but for a while she didn’t know where to start, so she told 
Marven about her childhood and past. 
 
Although she was born in a rich family, Nanako’s childhood was not a happy one. 
 
Her mother died young, and although her father did not marry again, it could not make up for Nanako’s 
childhood shortcomings. 
 
Moreover, Takehiko was busy with work all day, and the time that can be allocated to Nanako was very 
small. In addition, Takehiko’s character has always been serious and unsmiling, so Nanako’s childhood 
lacked a lot of care. 
 
Nanako’s mother was a pretty lady, so when she was alive, she always taught her in a very traditional 
way, and Nanako also followed her mother to learn tea ceremony, illustration, embroidery, and even 
read poetry and books. In her character, the side of Yamato Nadeshiko was given by her mother. 
 
However, after the death of her mother, Nanako fell in love with martial arts because she felt that when 
she was practicing martial arts, she could temporarily forget the sadness and unhappiness in life. 
 
In the beginning, she only practiced martial arts to escape reality, but over time, she completely fell in 
love with martial arts. 



 
After she finished telling her story, she chased Marven and asked him: “Master, can you tell me the 
story of your childhood?” 
 
Marven smiled bitterly: “I was at two extremes when I was a kid. I lived well before I was eight years old. 
My parents were kind, wealthy, and worry-free. But when I was eight, my parents died unexpectedly. I 
fell into the street and became an orphan, and then I grew up in the orphanage…” 
 
“Ah?!” When Nanako heard this, she was surprised, and said with a bit of distress: “I’m sorry Master, I 
didn’t mean it…” 
 
Marven smiled slightly: “It’s okay, needless to say sorry.” 
 
Nanako said with emotion: “In this way, my childhood is much happier than that of Master. Although my 
father is strict and unsmiling to me on weekdays, he still loves me very much in his heart, but his way of 
expression is not so soft in comparison. ……” 
 
After all, Nanako looked at Marven and said seriously: “Master, in fact, you have a conflict with my 
father. I heard Tian talk about it before. The reason why I pretended not to know was that I didn’t want 
Master to feel embarrassed, but actually , Father’s nature is not bad. If you have the opportunity, I still 
hope that you can let your previous suspicions go away and become friends…” 
 
In fact, deep down in her heart, Nanako really wanted to say that she didn’t want Marven and her father 
to become enemies. 
 
In her heart, she dreamed that the two would cultivate a real relationship as husband and wife. 
 
However, she knew that Marven was already married, so she could only hide such words in the most 
secret place in her heart and would never say them. 
 
Marven didn’t think much at this time, nodded slightly and said: “If there is a chance, I will.” 
 
Nanako immediately became happy, and said seriously: “That’s really great! But Master don’t get me 
wrong. I hope you and my father will become friends, not for the 4.5 billion things. Master must keep it 
for himself, not give to my father!” 
 
Marven couldn’t help laughing and asked her: “Why did you turn your elbow out? Four and a half billion 
is not a small sum!” 
 
Nanako blushed and said softly, “It doesn’t matter, Master saved my life and healed my injury. This 
money is regarded as a reward from my father to Master Ye!” 
 
Marven couldn’t help laughing, and said happily: “If your dad knows, he will be pissed off by you.” 
 
Nanako stuck out her tongue and was about to talk when her phone suddenly vibrated. 
 
She was a little surprised: “It’s so late, who will call me? Could it be the servant who found out that I 
escaped?” 



 
With that, she quickly took out her mobile phone and said in surprise: “Oh, it’s Father!” 
 
Chapter 1803 
Nanako didn’t expect that her father would call her even so late. 
 
So, she said to Marven a little nervously: “Master, I want to answer the call from father…” 
 
Marven nodded, and smiled: “Come on.” 
 
Nanako was so busy pressing the answer button, and asked carefully, “Father, what’s the matter you 
called me so late?” 
 
On the other end of the phone, Takehiko’s weak voice came: “Nanako, dad had an accident. I called to 
confirm your safety. Is everything okay in Kyoto?” 
 
Nanako hurriedly asked: “Father, what happened to you?! Is it serious?!” 
 
Takehiko said: “I was hunted down together with Tanaka. Fortunately, I escaped by chance, but I’m 
afraid they will try to get you, so I called to confirm.” 
 
At this moment, Takehiko Ito is lying in the intensive care unit of the Tokyo Hospital. The family’s ninjas, 
bodyguards, and police officers from the TMPD have already tightly protected the third and outer floors 
of the hospital. 
 
Lying on the hospital bed, Ito did not have any serious trauma at first glance, but his legs below the 
knees have disappeared, but the ends of the two thighs are wrapped in thick gauze. 
 
After falling from the viaduct, Ito’s brain and internal organs did not suffer much damage. 
 
However, the legs that mainly bear the impact of the fall were seriously injured. 
 
His soles, ankles, and calf bones were almost completely shattered, and his bloody appearance was 
really horrible. 
 
In this case, the doctor also concluded that his legs are no longer able to recover. 
 
Moreover, fragmented bones and severely damaged muscles have lost their vitality and face a huge risk 
of infection. 
 
Therefore, only if the severely damaged part is amputated as soon as possible, the damage can be 
stopped in time and Takehiko’s life can be saved. 
 
For ordinary people, once the body tissues die in a large area, there is basically no possibility of 
restoration. 
 
If the limb is severely injured, if the limb is not amputated, the infected area will rot, and the entire body 
will soon be affected, eventually leading to death. 



 
At that time, when the doctor was seeking Ito’s opinion, Ito had little hesitation. 
 
He is also considered a courageous and knowledgeable hero, able to clearly judge the situation he is 
facing at a critical moment. 
 
In his opinion, it is a blessing to be able to save his life. If he is unwilling to accept the amputation and 
continue to delay, he will probably die because of it. 
 
For him, except for his daughter, nothing is more important. 
 
Tanaka’s situation was almost exactly the same as Ito’s. He also underwent amputation of both legs 
below the knee, and recovered his life. At this time, he is recovering in the next ward. 
 
Nanako didn’t know that her father had undergone amputation, and asked impatiently, “Father, are you 
okay? Is there any injury or danger?” 
 
Takehiko Ito sighed lightly and said, “I and Tanaka’s legs were injured a little, and we are now being 
treated in the hospital, but fortunately, there is no danger to our lives, so you can rest assured.” 
 
While talking, Takehiko said again: “The world has been very uneasy in the past few days. You must be 
careful in Kyoto. I am going to send a few ninjas to protect you!” 
 
Nanako blurted out: “Father, I want to return to Tokyo to see you!” 
 
Chapter 1804 
Takehiko hurriedly said, “Don’t come. Tokyo is very chaotic now. In just one or two days, too many 
people have died. Besides, you are ill, you should rest in Kyoto!” 
 
Nanako hurriedly said: “My father, my injuries are all healed. Don’t worry, I will rush to Tokyo to take 
care of you as soon as possible!” 
 
Naturally, Takehiko didn’t believe that his daughter’s injuries would heal, and naturally thought that 
Nanako was just comforting him. 
 
Therefore, he said to Nanako in a serious tone: “Nanako, you have to listen to me, stay in Kyoto 
honestly, don’t go anywhere, let alone coming to Tokyo!” 
 
What else Nanako wanted to say, Takehiko angrily said: “If you let me know that you dare to come to 
Tokyo secretly, I don’t have you as my daughter!” 
 
After that, he hung up the phone. 
 
Nanako burst into tears immediately. She was extremely worried about her father’s safety. Although she 
was basically sure that the father on the phone did not look like life-threatening, she felt that her 
father’s injury was not as bad as he said on the phone. Such an understatement. 
 
Marven on the side asked her: “Nanako, is there something wrong with your father?” 



 
“Um…” Nanako nodded tearfully, and said, “My father called and said that he was hunted down and he 
is now in the hospital…” 
 
After speaking, she looked at Marven and choked up: “Master, I’m so worried…” 
 
Marven couldn’t help but be comforted: “Your father shouldn’t be life-threatening, so you don’t have to 
worry too much.” 
 
Nanako shook her head and said, “I’m afraid that my father is hiding something from me…” 
 
After that, she looked at Marven eagerly and asked: “Master, I want to go back to Tokyo, you…can you 
help me?” 
 
Marven asked her: “How do you think I can help you?” 
 
Nanako said: “My father won’t let me go back. If I tell the servants of the family, they will definitely not 
agree to it, and may even ban me. Since we have slipped out now, I don’t want to go back again. Hope 
Master can lend me some money, and I will take the first Shinkansen back to Tokyo after dawn!” 
 
Seeing her look very urgent, Marven sighed and said, “It’s just twelve o’clock in the night, and the 
Shinkansen will have to wait until the morning at least, or I will drive you back, we will be there in just 
over three hours. .” 
 
“Really?!” 
 
Nanako looked at Marven excitedly, and blurted out, “Will Master really want to drive me to Tokyo?” 
 
Marven smiled slightly: “I’ve said everything, can I lie to you?” 
 
Nanako said, “But…but isn’t Master having business affairs in Osaka? If you take me to Tokyo, will it not 
delay your affairs in Osaka?” 
 
“It’s okay.” Marven smiled indifferently and comforted: “You don’t have to worry about me. Someone is 
helping me deal with things in Osaka. The top priority now is to send you back to Tokyo to see your 
father, lest you keep worrying about him.” 
 
Nanako grabbed Marven’s hands and said in grateful words: “Master, thank you so much…” 
 
Marven smiled and said: “Okay, don’t say anything polite. My car happened to be parked nearby. Let’s 
set off now.” 
 
“Okay!” Nanako nodded repeatedly, and the eyes were full of gratitude and obsession. 
 
Marven at this moment, in her eyes, is the world-famous hero sent by heaven to save her… 
 
Chapter 1805 
In the middle of the night, Marven drove the car, carrying Nanako, and galloping back to Tokyo. 



 
In the middle of the journey, Zak Chen called Marven and asked him if he had finished the work and 
when he would return to Osaka. 
 
Marven told him that he would not be able to return for a while, and that he would not be able to 
return until tomorrow. 
 
Zak Chen didn’t know what was wrong with Marven, but he knew that Marven was extremely strong, 
and no one in Japan could threaten him, so he was relieved. 
 
Nanako, who was sitting in the co-pilot, seemed nervous all the way. Although Takehiko Ito said on the 
phone that he was not in danger, Nanako was still a little worried. 
 
After more than three hours, Marven drove the car back to Tokyo and stopped in front of Tokyo’s best 
hospital, Tokyo University Affiliated Hospital. 
 
This hospital is the highest-ranked hospital in Japan, and represents the highest level of treatment. 
 
After the car stopped steadily, Nanako couldn’t wait to push the door to get out of the car, but before 
getting of the car, she looked at Marven and asked, “Master, are you going to go up with me?” 
 
Marven said slightly embarrassed: “Your father may not want to see me, right?” 
 
Nanako said earnestly: “Master, you saved my life, no matter how big a misunderstanding, I believe my 
father will never care about it again!” 
 
Marven thought for a moment, and said: “Okay, then I will go with you.” 
 
In fact, what Marven thought was very simple. After all, Takehiko is Nanako’s father. If his physical 
condition really has any major problems, he might be able to help. 
 
The two came to the floor of the intensive care unit and found that starting from the elevator entrance 
to the lounge and corridor, they were all full of people. 
 
Among them, most of them are members of the Ito family, and a small part is members of special 
operations teams sent by the TMPD. 
 
As soon as the elevator door opened, everyone outside looked at the elevator car vigilantly, and found 
that it was Nanako and a strange man. Everyone was surprised. 
 
At this time, a middle-aged woman rushed over and asked in surprise: “Nanako, why are you here?!” 
 
The speaker is Emi Ito, the younger sister of Takehiko and the aunt of Nanako. 
 
When Nanako saw her, she hurriedly bowed, “Auntie, how is my father?” 
 
A trace of melancholy flashed in Emi’s expression, and she sighed: “Brother, his vital signs are very 
stable. The doctor said that he is out of danger, but…” 



 
Nanako blurted out and asked, “But what?!” 
 
“Hey…” Emi sighed and said seriously: “My brother’s legs are seriously injured. The doctor has already 
amputated his legs below the knees in order to save his life. For the rest of his life, he will have to sit on 
a wheelchair or use artificial limb…” 
 
“Ah?!” Nanako’s tears burst into her eyes. 
 
Hearing that her father had both legs amputated, she naturally felt distressed deep in her heart. 
 
She knows her father’s character very well. She must be strong and tenacious throughout her life. It is 
indeed a very heavy blow for people like him to use a wheelchair for the rest of life. 
 
It’s like her mentor, Kazuki Yamamoto, who has studied martial arts all his life, but never thought that he 
was beaten as a waste because he underestimated Marven’s strength. The original martial arts master 
could only lie in bed and live his life. This kind of blow can be called fatal. 
 
Marven couldn’t help frowning at this moment. 
 
Takehiko’s luck didn’t know whether it was good or bad. 
 
To say that he was in bad luck, but he still got his life back, otherwise, he has been separated from 
Nanako long ago. 
 
Chapter 1806 
To say that he is lucky, in fact, he only needs to amputate a few hours later, as long as his leg is still on 
his body, his own rejuvenation pill can heal it. 
 
But if the limb has been amputated, the Rejuvenation Pill will be helpless. 
 
Although Rejuvenating Pill is strong, it does not have the effect of regenerating a broken limb. 
 
Moreover, Takehiko was injured just now tonight, and amputation a few hours later will not have much 
impact. 
 
After all, it takes time for damaged limb tissues to rot and spread infection. Doctors assist in certain anti-
inflammatory treatments. A few hours’ window can still be won. 
 
If Takehiko Ito hesitated and thought about it a little bit, he might be able to drag him and Nanako over. 
 
However, what he didn’t expect was that he would be so straightforward and had his limbs amputated 
directly. 
 
Marven estimated that it was the hospital who felt that Ito’s affected limb had no value for 
preservation, so they simply performed the amputation. 
 
This can only be said that Ito’s luck is not so good. 



 
At this moment, Nanako next to Marven cried and asked, “Auntie, father, he… is he in good condition? Is 
he particularly angry or depressed?” 
 
Emi gently took Nanako’s hand and smiled and said, “Your father looked very open this time. He 
personally told me that survival is already the greatest gift, even if he becomes a disabled person in the 
future. It’s okay.” 
 
As she said, Emi sighed again: “In fact, what your father fears most is not injury or disability, nor loss of 
life, but in the future journey of life, unable to accompany and walk with you, this time he could have 
died. Escaped, you don’t know how happy he is! This is like a mountain of father’s love!” 
 
Nanako couldn’t control her emotions anymore, and she hugged Emi and cried loudly. 
 
Emi patted her back gently, remembering something, and blurted out in surprise: “Nanako, why…how 
can you stand up?! The doctor said that you will always depend on wheelchair in the future?” 
 
Nanako looked at Marven and said to Emi truthfully, “Auntie, thanks to Master Ye, he cured me…” 
 
“Master Ye?!” Emi was shocked, and blurted out: “That’s it…Is that Marven Ye, who owed our Ito 
family’s 4.5 billion USD?!” 
 
Nanako was a little embarrassed and said, “Auntie, don’t worry about money too much. Master Ye not 
only healed my injury, but also saved my life!” 
 
“Save your life?!” Emi blurted out, “Nanako, are you in any danger?” 
 
Nanako nodded and said, “Earlier tonight, Machi Takahashi sent six Tenglin ninjas to Kyoto to murder 
me. Thanks to Master Ye, I was spared…” 
 
Emi widened her eyes and blurted out: “I didn’t expect Takahashi to be so vicious! Even he won’t let you 
go!” 
 
After that, she looked at Marven and said seriously: “Mr. Marven, I am not overly qualified for the 
grievances between you and my brother, but for the thing that you saved Nanako, I want to thank you 
on behalf of my brother and the entire Ito family!” 
 
As soon as the voice fell, she immediately bowed to Ninety degrees and held it for about three to five 
seconds. 
 
Marven said indifferently: “You are polite. I and Nanako are friends, and these are what friends should 
do.” 
 
At this time, a doctor ran over and said to Emi: “The patient is awake and wants to see his family. Ms. 
Ito, please come with me.” 
 
Emi hurriedly said to Nanako, “Nanako, let’s go see your father together.” 
 



Nanako nodded heavily, and immediately asked Marven: “Master, are you coming?” 
 
Marven smiled slightly, thinking that since Takehiko has been amputated, he can’t help much, so he 
said: “Nanako, I will not go there, lest Mr. Ito will be emotional and affect recovery after seeing me.” 
 
Chapter 1807 
The reason why Marven came was because of Nanako’s face, so he could help if he wanted to. 
 
But since Takehiko has been amputated and his life is not in danger, there is no need for his help here, 
and he does not want to go in and meet Takehiko to avoid embarrassment. 
 
Nanako didn’t insist upon seeing this, and said softly: “Master, then please wait here for a while, I’ll go in 
and see my father!” 
 
Marven nodded: “Go, I’ll be here.” 
 
Nanako nodded lightly, and then went to the ward with her aunt Emi. 
 
In the ward, Takehiko Ito just woke up. 
 
After both legs were amputated, the doctor used an analgesic pump for him, so he basically didn’t feel 
the pain, but he was always worried about Nanako in Kyoto, so he couldn’t sleep well. 
 
He just dreamed that Nanako had an accident in Kyoto, and Takehiko immediately woke up and wanted 
to order his sister Emi to send someone to bring Nanako back to Tokyo as soon as possible. 
 
However, what he didn’t even dream of was that after the ward door was opened, his sister Emi came in 
with his beloved baby daughter, Nanako! 
 
“Nanako?!” Takehiko Ito blurted out in surprise: “Why are you here?” 
 
Nanako saw her father lying on the hospital bed pale and bloodless, with thick gauze wrapped around 
his legs and knees, and disappeared without a trace from below the knees. She burst into tears and cried 
out, “Odosan!” 
 
After speaking, she ran to the hospital bed, grabbed Takehiko’s hand and cried bitterly. 
 
Only then did Ito recover his senses. Seeing his daughter appear in front of him safely, he was relieved, 
and he was even more relieved. He rejoiced and said, “Nanako, Oudosan really didn’t expect to see you 
alive. , At this moment, seeing you in front of me is really worth everything…” 
 
Nanako cried and said, “Odosan, you have suffered…” 
 
Takehiko smiled and said, “No, no no, Nanako, O’Duo Sang knew in his heart that being able to survive is 
already the greatest fortune. I am already very satisfied!” 
 
As he said, he suddenly remembered a detail just now and exclaimed: “Nanako, what about your 
legs…how can you walk?” 



 
Nanako choked and said, “Odusan, I almost died by the sword of Tenglin Ninjas tonight…” 
 
“What?!” Takehiko Ito was shocked and blurted out: “Tenglin Ninja came to assassinate you?” 
 
“Yeah!” Nanako nodded and said, “The Tenglin family sent six ninjas to Kyoto to assassinate me…” 
 
“Six ninjas?!” Takehiko Ito was even more horrified, and said nervously: “I didn’t give ninjas to protect 
you, how did you escape?!” 
 
Nanako hurriedly said, “Thanks to Master Marven Ye… he saved me…” 
 
“Marven?!” Takehiko’s eyes widened. 
 
“Yes!” Nanako hurriedly said, “It is Master Ye from China. He not only killed six Tenglin ninjas and saved 
my life, but he also cured my injury with a magical medicine. I am now completely fine, healthy as 
before, and I even feel better than before!” 
 
“Really?!” Takehiko asked in surprise: “Nanako, you don’t lie to Odusan?” 
 
Emi smiled and said, “Brother, didn’t you see that Nanako ran over from the door just now?” 
 
Chapter 1808 
“Oh yes!” Ito was overjoyed, and nodded and said excitedly: “It’s great! It’s great! I dream of wishing 
Nanako can heal and stand up again. This is even more important than my own life! I didn’t expect it to 
happen!” 
 
As he said, Takehiko asked Nanako again: “According to this, you came to Tokyo. Marven should have 
sent you here?” 
 
Nanako said truthfully: “Yes, Oudosan, it’s Master Ye, who drove me all the way from Kyoto to here.” 
 
After that, Nanako said again: “By the way, Odosan, the corpses of the six Tenglin ninjas are still in the 
storage room of courtyard. I have to trouble you to order the housekeeper to send someone to deal 
with it!” 
 
“Okay…” Ito sighed, sighing as if he was talking to himself: “I have been hating Marven for the past few 
days, but I didn’t expect him to save my beloved daughter and heal her too. In contrast to my daughter’s 
injury, I am really a villain’s heart to save a gentleman’s belly…” 
 
After that, he hurriedly asked, “Nanako, where is Mr. Marven?” 
 
Nanako hurriedly said, “Odusan, Master Ye is outside.” 
 
Takehiko hurriedly tried to sit upright with both hands, and said seriously: “Hurry up and invite him in, I 
want to thank him face to face!” 
 
Nanako hesitated for a moment, and said, “Odusan, Master Ye said, you will be angry if you see him…” 



 
“How come!” Ito said seriously: “My contradiction with him is nothing more than the 4.5 billion, but he 
saved your life! In the eyes of Odosan, your life , Don’t say 4.5 billion USD, even 45 billion USD, it can’t 
be exchanged! Therefore, Mr. Marven is my great benefactor, and I want to thank him in person…” 
 
Nanako hesitated for a few seconds, and then said: “Odusan, I will ask Master Ye, if he wants, I will bring 
him in.” 
 
Takehiko said immediately: “Okay! Go ahead!” 
 
Nanako came out of the ward and walked to Marven. 
 
Marven asked in surprise, “Why did you come out so soon?” 
 
Nanako stammered and said, “Master Ye… Father, he… he… he wants to see you…” 
 
Marven smiled a little awkwardly: “He has just finished the amputation, even if it is not life-threatening, 
his body should be relatively weak. It’s not appropriate to see him at this time?” 
 
Nanako hurriedly waved her hand and said, “That’s not the case! Father wants to thank Master in 
person! Thank Master for saving my life and healing my injury.” 
 
Marven asked a little surprised: “Your father really said that?” 
 
“Yes.” Nanako solemnly nodded and said, “I use my personality to assure Master Ye!” 
 
Marven smiled slightly and said generously: “If this is the case, then I will go and meet Mr. Ito.” 
 
After that, he followed Nanako to Ito’s ward. 
 
As soon as he entered the ward, Takehiko sat up with the help of Emi, clasped his fists to Marven, and 
said piously: “Mr. Marven, thank you for saving the little girl’s life and curing her. For this great grace, 
the Ito family is unforgettable!” 
 
Marven really didn’t expect that Takehiko’s attitude was so good, so at this moment he was a little 
stunned. 
 
Immediately, he smiled and said, “Mr. Ito is polite. Nanako and I are friends. I should do all these 
things.” 
 
Chapter 1809 
Takehiko sighed and said apologetically: “There have been many things that have offended you before, 
and I hope you don’t mind!” 
 
Marven was also generous, smiled slightly, and said, “Mr. Ito is polite. I’ve turned over the previous 
misunderstandings and you don’t need to mention it again.” 
 



The subtext of Marven’s words is actually, the misunderstanding will not be mentioned anymore, and 
the 4.5 billion USD matter will not be mentioned again. 
 
Although he was not short of money, he didn’t want to spit out the money in his pocket easily. 
 
It wasn’t that he wanted to misuse Takehiko’s money. The point was that even if the money was thrown 
out, he couldn’t just spit it out in a few words. 
 
At least, the money will have to be taken out by Nanako when she needs it in the future, and it will be 
given to her only. 
 
But this may have to wait for Nanako to inherit the Ito family. 
 
Takehiko is also a good person. Hearing this, he knows what Marven means. 
 
Four and a half billion USD is indeed a huge sum of money, but since Marven didn’t want to give it, he 
couldn’t chase him for it. 
 
After all, Marven saved his daughter’s life and made her completely healed. This is really a great 
kindness. 
 
Otherwise, even if the daughter was not in danger, she will not be able to live without the torture of 
wheelchair and illness for the rest of her life. 
 
Therefore, Takehiko also consciously did not mention the 4.5 billion USD, but asked very curiously: “Mr. 
Marven, how did you save the little girl, by chance?” 
 
Marven said truthfully: “I originally took over the production line of Kobayashi Pharmaceutical in Osaka. 
I heard that Ms. Nanako is in Kyoto, and it’s only a 40-minute drive from Osaka to Kyoto. I wanted to 
meet her. I didn’t expect it to happen. I met the ninja of the Tenglin family who came there to attack 
her, so I did it.” 
 
Marven couldn’t help but sigh: “It’s also a coincidence. If I arrive later, I might be helpless.” 
 
Takehiko also nodded in fear, and exclaimed, “Thanks to Mr. Marven!” 
 
After finishing speaking, he couldn’t restrain the angry cold voice: “?? The ninjas of the Tenglin family 
are loyal to Machi Takahashi. I don’t understand why Machi Takahashi has acted on me! Everyone is 
competing with me. The Su family’s cooperation, even if there are some holidays and misunderstandings 
on weekdays, there is no need to kill my daughter like this, right?!” 
 
Marven frowned immediately: “What did you say? The Su family? Which Su family?!” 
 
Takehiko explained: “It’s the Su family, the top big family in China. They want to engage in ocean 
shipping and they have taken a fancy to a few ports in Japan, so they want to cooperate with Japanese 
families. Both the Ito family and the Takahashi family In their shortlist.” 
 



After speaking, Takehiko said again: “For our two families, whoever can cooperate with the Su family 
will have the opportunity to surpass each other and become the first family in Japan. Therefore, both of 
us attach great importance to this cooperation. , But I didn’t expect that Machi Takahashishi would 
actually act like this!” 
 
Marven suddenly remembered that he was in Kyoto, following the two Chinese people saved from the 
Iga family ninja. 
 
Are they from the Su family? ! 
 
Thinking of this, Marven hurriedly asked again: “Mr. Ito, who did the Su family send to discuss 
cooperation with you this time?” 
 
Takehiko said: “They sent their eldest grandson and eldest granddaughter, one named Zhifei and the 
other named Zhiyu.” 
 
Marven frowned and asked, “Aren’t these two very young? Woman is only in her early twenties, and 
man is only twenty-five or six?” 
 
“Yes!” Ito said: “Zhifei is almost twenty-five or -six, Zhiyu and Nanako should be about the same age, 
both 22 years old.” 
 
As he said, Ito sighed and said, “But, who would have thought that the Su family’s siblings were bizarrely 
kidnapped after they came to Japan! The kidnappers also killed more than a dozen of Su’s entourage? It 
turned Tokyo upside down, and Machi Takahashi and I were both listed as suspects by the TMPD!” 
 
Hearing this, Marven was basically sure that the siblings that he accidentally saved and let go in Kyoto 
were the eldest grandson and eldest granddaughter of the Su family! 
 
Thinking of this, Marven’s expression suddenly became very ugly! 
 
Su family! 
 
Chapter 1810 
D*mn the Su family! 
 
In the beginning, it was the Su family who took the lead and united countless other families in Orgeyon 
to form an “anti-Ye alliance” that was an enemy of his father! 
 
Although not sure whether the death of his parents is the result of the Su family and the Anti-Ye 
Alliance. 
 
However, at least he can be sure! 
 
In this matter, the Su family is absolutely unclear about the relationship! 
 
Unexpectedly, he saved the eldest grandson and eldest granddaughter of the enemy’s family! 
 



At this moment, Marven regretted it! 
 
The hatred of parents is shared! 
 
Even if he didn’t take the initiative to make the descendants of the Su family pay the price, he shouldn’t 
have saved their lives! 
 
Thinking of this, Marven really wanted to slap himself a hundred times! 
 
Seeing his ugly expression, Takehiko hurriedly asked him: “Mr. Marven, do you know someone from the 
Su family?” 
 
Marven sighed, shook his head and said, “I don’t know, but I accidentally saved them in Kyoto…” 
 
“What?!” Takehiko Ito exclaimed: “The Su brothers and sisters were taken to Kyoto? Could it be that 
Tenglin Ninja did it?” 
 
“No.” Marven shook his head and said: “Iga Ninja did it. At that time, after I solved Tenglin Ninja, I found 
Iga Ninja went to Ito’s mansion to step on something. I was afraid that someone wanted to harm 
Nanako, so I followed along all the way. It was discovered that another group of ninjas had kidnapped 
the Su family girl and boy, and wanted to kill them before hiding their bodies in the Ito mansion to 
blame the Ito family.” 
 
Takehiko blurted out in amazement, “Who is instigated by those ninjas?! It is so vicious! This is to push 
my Ito family into the fire pit!” 
 
Marven said, “I heard that they were instigated by a guy named Matsumoto.” 
 
“Matsumoto?!” 
 
Takehiko, Emi, and Nanako were all shocked! 
 
At this moment, they want to understand the ins and outs of the whole thing! 
 
Takehiko shook his head and sighed: “When I jumped down from the viaduct, I thought it was Machi 
Takahashishi behind the scenes. I didn’t expect that the instigator of all this was Ryoto Matsumoto! This 
b@stard, secretly played the game. Let me and Machi Takahashi suspect each other, and wanted to 
pour the dirty water of kidnapping and murdering the Su brother and sister on me. It’s really vicious!” 
 
Emi spoke at this moment: “Brother, when you were resting, I heard some messages from the TMPD. I 
didn’t understand it at first. Now after Mr. Marven mentioned this point, all the clues are correct. Got 
it!” 
 
Takehiko hurriedly asked: “What information? What clue?!” 
 
Emi said truthfully: “Machi Takahashi’s son was killed yesterday evening. The murderer blocked his 
convoy in the underground passage, locked him in the car and set it on fire to char…” 
 



“What?!” Both Takehiko and Nanako heard with surprise. 
 
Emi continued: “Later, Machi Takahashi was also assassinated by a ninja at home…” 
 
“Machi Takahashi is dead?!” 
 
Emi nodded, and said, “There are more terrifying things…” 
 
Takehiko Ito stabilized his mind, and said, “Say!” 
 
“Matsumoto’s family has more than 30 people, all of them have been destroyed!”? 


